Potencia Technologies

AVAILABILITY, RELIABILITY, PERFORMANCE
Physical IT Infrastructure Specialists
Power, Cooling, Enclosures

Who do you trust with the design
and support of your critical
IT infrastructure?

Hopefully not just anybody…
Why then do so many design their critical physical

Downtime = lost
production time and
lost revenue

IT infrastructure around a brochure, or the word of
a sales person who doesn’t understand the
technology underlying the products they are
representing?
CA Technologies published an independent report
stating that “North American businesses are
collectively losing more than $26.5 billion in
revenue each year from the time taken to recover
from downtime.” While the cost to any business
depends on the sector, and scale of the operation
the lost revenue due to downtime is real. PayPal
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not measured in these sorts of dollars, but
downtime due to a poorly designed physical IT
infrastructure is still downtime and the cost in lost
man hours, lost opportunities, and diminished
customer confidence is real.
Potencia Technologies was founded in response to
a real need for physical IT infrastructure specialists
for critical IT environments. The infrastructure
components of your IT environment (power,
cooling, enclosures, etc.) are all intertwined and as
your needs grow it is important that a coordinated
approach be taken to the upgrades that will allow
your facility to maintain a competitive advantage.

processes approximately $2000 in payments every

At Potencia Technologies we provide a wide

second for eBay alone. A one hour long outage at

range of products and services to make sure your

PayPal would directly cost up to $7.2 million in lost

present availability requirements are met and you

transactions, with intermittent performance

have a clear upgrade path as growth demands

problems during the recovery period likely resulting

are placed upon the capacity of your physical IT

in further losses. Perhaps the cost to your business is

infrastructure.

“90 percent of companies that experience a computer

acceptable, whether you are managing a large data center, or overseeing

disaster and don’t have a survival plan go out of business

a few servers and some networking equipment in a small corner of your

within 18 months…” Price Waterhouse
The health and security of your business is tied in large part to power and
cooling systems that work together to provide the level of system availability
you require. The Uptime Institute has established four levels of fault
tolerance for Data Centers. Tier 1 facilities are at the lowest level, and
statistically will experience <28.8 hours of downtime each year. Tier 4
facilities, with multiple active power and cooling distribution paths, and
redundant components, will statistically experience <0.4 hours of downtime
per year. In the end your business decides what level of fault tolerance is
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office. At Potencia Technologies we will listen to your needs, and come
back to you with workable solutions. We will put knowledge into your hands
so that you can make the best decisions for your present and future
business goals. We will be available when you need us to be there. We will
assist you in implementing a physical IT infrastructure that meets your needs,
whether you are looking for the high nine’s of system availability, (99.999%),
or can accept something less. We want to be your partner of choice for
your physical IT infrastructure requirements, whether you are looking at a
single rack or tower UPS, an IT enclosure, or a complete turnkey data center
solution design and installation project.

• UPS
• Power Distribution
• Power Monitoring
& Management
• Generators
• Diesel Fuel Filtration
• Cooling
• IT Enclosures
• Services

Uninterruptible Power Supply

to look at a range of physical site factors

Power Distribution

Your UPS is a multi-function device that

as well. Supporting electrical, adequate

Getting the power from the UPS to the

provides your connected loads with

ventilation, and floor loading capabilities

equipment within your IT enclosures can

clean, transitional power in the event of a

are just a few of the site considerations

involve a number of different pieces of

power disturbance. UPS products range

that can come onto the table when

hardware. The following are some of the

from small single phase rack and tower

analyzing your UPS options.

most commonly used pieces of power

model products, to large data center
and facility level solutions
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One of the most important considerations
when looking at determining which UPS is

distribution equipment within the data
center and facility environment:

Not all UPSs are created equal, and the

right for your needs is the manufacturer

>Cabinet Power Distribution Unit (PDU)

choice of which UPS to deploy is critical

support capability. Single phase UPS

>Rack PDU

to the proper protection of your

products are usually supported by phone

>Remote Power Panels (RPP)

connected load. There are different levels

TS, where larger systems require on site

>Static Transfer Switches

of protection, varying levels of

preventative maintenance and

>Rack Automatic Transfer Switches

functionality, runtime requirements,

emergency repair as needed. MTTR

>Transformers

system configuration options, and a host

(mean time to repair) for large systems is

of other considerations that must be

ideal where the manufacturer has a local

An innovative approach to power

addressed before deciding what

support team and maintains a local

distribution within the data center

constitutes the best solution. In addition to

inventory of major UPS repair

environment has come about with the

looking at the UPS itself, it is very important

components.

use of overhead bus systems. These

“Within the next five
years, one out of
every four data
centers will
experience a
business disruption
serious enough to
affect the entire
company’s ability to
continue business-asusual.” – AFCOM,
March 2009

systems are ideal for dynamic IT

Power Monitoring & Management

able to identify the load at the UPS and

environments where changing power

Power distribution systems within the IT

rack level is all that is required. For many

densities or equipment layout would

environment are comprised of a number

facility managers, having accurate real-

otherwise require regular engagement of

of different types of devices including

time and historical data on power usage

electricians. Power bus systems can also

switchgear, UPSs, PDUs, panels, meters

within your facility can be crucial to

provide the following advantages over

and more. Since this equipment has

improving reliability, power quality, and

legacy power distribution systems:

possibly all come from different vendors it

energy consumption. How would the day-

can be challenging to implement a

to-day management of your facility

monitoring and management solution

improve if you could drill down to a

that provides you with an instantaneous

potential problem area of your power

overview of the status and health of your

infrastructure for quick analysis, resolution

power infrastructure.

and verification? In the end the goal is

>allows the end user to make changes on
the fly that would otherwise cost time and
money
>highly configurable – move it, add to it,
or change directions - all with only minor

zero downtime, but by overlooking the

disruptions

At Potencia Technologies we can help

>since distribution is overhead it allows for

power monitoring and management of

you to get the big picture on your energy

cleaner space under the raised floor and

your physical IT infrastructure you are also

usage, power quality, and potential

thusly unimpeded air floor

leaving out a major piece of the puzzle,

service issues so that you can proactively

>traceability – easily identify and trace

and could be compromising the very

address matters instead of reactively

circuits leading to your equipment racks

downtime you demand from these

responding to costly, unforeseen

systems.

problems. For some companies, being
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Inefficiency is
expensive and green
initiatives are critical
to insuring the
efficient use of
resources within the
data center. Rising
utility costs present a
very real challenge
as they take up
bigger portions of IT
operating budgets.

Generators

important to know the minimum load you

Diesel Fuel Filtration

Every IT professional is aware of the

will be running as running a genset under

Today’s diesel fuels are cleaner burning

dangers of extended utility power

light load conditions can damage

and more efficient. These benefits come

outages, and the role of standby

equipment

at a decline in fuel stability. Fuel

generators. The standby generator system

>maximum allowable step voltage dip

deterioration is a natural process, but can

is comprised of the generator, the ATS

>maximum allowable step frequency dip

have catastrophic effects even causing

(Automatic Transfer Switch), and the

– as you reduce the max allowable

generator failure when it is most needed.

associated distribution system.

frequency dip you must increase the size

Consider the following:

of the required genset
There are several factors which can

>re-polymerization/oxidation form

>altitude and temperature – site location

affect the operation of your genset, and

varnishes and insoluble gums which drop

factors into determining the proper

while it is extremely useful to have the

to the bottom diesel storage tanks,

genset sizing

help of a power professional to properly

forming diesel sludge which can quickly

>phase – single or 3 phase

size and select your genset, it can be

clog filters, cause engine shut down, and

>frequency and voltage

useful to understand what these factors

fuel pump wear

>duty cycle – genset sizing is influenced

are so that you can be confident that

>water builds up in the form of

by whether the requirement is for standby

you have the right equipment for your

condensation within a fuel storage tank

power, prime power, or utility paralleling

application.

reducing fuel lubrication capabilities

>fuel – preference for gas, diesel, or LP

>microbial growths feed on the critical

impacts upon generator choice

nitrogen, sulphur, and iron within diesel

>minimum genset load/capacity –
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“A sustainable data
center is one that
uses materials and
processes aimed at
minimizing the
facility’s impact on
both human and
environmental health.
This applies to all
aspects of data
center construction
and operation, from
design and site
selection to hardware
procurement and
administration to
power and cooling
practices.” Eaton,
Data Cnter Forum,
Vol 4, Issue 4

Cooling

IT Enclosures

Every kw of load within your IT

serves as the plenum for delivery of cold

The IT enclosure is the key piece of

environment adds to your cooling

air to the IT load. Medium to high density

furniture within the data center

requirements. With a number of different

computing requirements, and a demand

environment, and is critical to the housing

world leading manufacturers to choose

for higher efficiency in the data center

of IT equipment within a range of other

from, and a range of different

have given rise to a number of different

locations as well. The choice of IT

approaches to cooling it can be a

approaches to the subject of cooling. In-

enclosure impacts upon the

challenge to know what is right for your

row cooling, and containment based

management of power, airflow, in

needs. At Potencia Technologies we’ll

cooling solutions (hot aisle or cold aisle

addition to other issues like cabling. With

guide you through the steps needed to

containment) are now much more

IT refresh cycles of approximately 12-18

determine the best solution for your

common. Containment based cooling

months, and physical infrastructure cycles

cooling project.

allows for a very clear separation

of 10-15 years it is likely the equipment

between the cold supply air required for

within your existing IT enclosure will

the IT equipment, and the hot air

change multiple times. It thusly becomes

exhausted. This approach to the issue of

all the more critical to have a flexible,

cooling within the data center

and scalable enclosure platform that is

environment allows for higher efficiency,

quickly, and easily deployed. At Potencia

and in the long run is much more cost

Technologies we work with a number of

effective.

world leading enclosure manufacturers to

Traditional approaches to cooling worked
fine when power densities were at a
relatively low level within the data center
environment. It is still common to see
perimeter cooling with large computer
room air conditioners (CRAC units) on the
outside of the rows of IT enclosures, and a
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raised floor where the space underneath

“Building the data
center to meet the
needs of an uncertain
future is an expensive
and needless exercise
in over-engineering.
New designs need to
be modular, with
built-in expansion
capabilities” – Eaton
White Paper, “Build
for today. Expand on
demand.” Nov 2008

provide a wide range of solutions for the
housing of your critical IT infrastructure.
Choosing the right enclosure is more than
a matter of choosing a name brand, but
requires that a range of variables be
examined. Some of the key
considerations include:
>static and moving load capacity
>single or multi-vendor environments
>power and data cable management
>cooling requirements
>keeping pace with changing needs

Most IT departments do not have the
internal resources needed to oversee the
demands of their physical IT infrastructure.
This creates challenges to maintaining
high levels of system availability for
companies given that the IT industry is
constantly growing and evolving.
Potencia Technologies seeks to assist our
customers in handling this gap in IT service
deployment by offering a suite of services
that designed to assist facility and IT

Attention to the above considerations,

departments with the complicated

and more is our way of helping you in

process of maintaining and upgrading

protecting your investment. We will

their physical IT infrastructure.

provide you with what you need to better
store, cool, power, manage, and secure
your mission critical electronics and server
equipment.
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Services

>Design services – obtain a roadmap for
implementation of your physical IT
infrastructure
>Growth planning – calculate future data
center requirements and provide you with
a plan for budgeting and implementing
required upgrades
>Feasibility studies – assist you with
determining whether to build or upgrade
your own physical IT infrastructure or to
outsource
>Project management – act as your
organization single point of contact,
successfully manage material and human
resources, track project schedule, etc.
>Owner’s advocate – assist with detailed

>Site audits – insure your IT environment is

negotiations necessary to maintain your

operating in accordance with best

physical IT infrastructure, i.e. service

practices

contracts, maintenance schedules, etc.

Potencia Technologies Inc.
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voice: +1-613-831-0269 fax: +1-866-591-8493
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